Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) causes dynamic changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF), and results in delayed ischemia due to vasospasm, and early perfusion deficits before delayed cerebral vasospasm (CVS). The present study examined the severity of cerebral circulatory disturbance during the early phase before delayed CVS and whether it can be used to predict patient outcome. A total of 94 patients with SAH underwent simultaneous xenon computed tomography (CT) and perfusion CT to evaluate cerebral circulation on Days 1-3. Cerebral blood flow (CBF) was measured using xenon CT and the mean transit time (MTT) using perfusion CT and calculated cerebral blood volume (CBV). Outcome was evaluated with the Glasgow Outcome Scale (good recovery [GR] ). Hunt and Hess (HH) grade II patients displayed significantly higher CBF and lower MTT than HH grade IV and V patients. HH grade III patients displayed significantly higher CBF and lower MTT than HH grade IV and V patients. Patients with favorable outcome (GR or MD) had significantly higher CBF and lower MTT than those with unfavorable outcome (SD, VS, or D). Discriminant analysis of these parameters could predict patient outcome with a probability of 74.5%. Higher HH grade on admission was associated with decreased CBF and CBV and prolonged MTT. CBF reduction and MTT prolongation before the onset of delayed CVS might influence the clinical outcome of SAH. These parameters are helpful for evaluating the severity of SAH and predicting the outcomes of SAH patients.
Introduction
Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) remains of considerable concern to neuroclinicians due to its refractory high morbidity and mortality. Delayed cerebral vasospasm (CVS) is one of the major risk factors contributing to death and disability in SAH patients. Considerable efforts have been made to understand the mechanisms responsible and to find ways to prevent and treat delayed CVS. None of these issues have been resolved. However, early brain injury makes significant contributions to patient outcomes and might have an even more significant effect on outcome than delayed CVS. In fact, the outcome of SAH is known to be most significantly correlated with the initial clinical presentation of the patient and decreased cerebral blood flow (CBF). 23) Several factors can cause decreased CBF: intracranial hypertension, hydrocephalus, intracerebral hematoma, vasospasm, brain edema, and the direct toxic effects of SAH. Previous clinical in- ACA: anterior cerebral artery territory, ICA: internal carotid artery territory, MCA: middle cerebral artery territory.
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Early Cerebral Circulatory Disturbance in SAH vestigations have detected reduced CBF during the acute stage of SAH. 6, 11, 20) Recently, computed tomography (CT) perfusion imaging has been used to assess patients with delayed CVS. 12, 25, 28) A number of hemodynamic parameters are available for CT perfusion imaging. One such parameter, the mean transit time (MTT), is defined as the mean time required for blood to perfuse through a region of tissue, and is highly sensitive to hemodynamic disturbances. There have been several investigations of cerebral circulatory disturbance during the delayed CVS phase using MTT. 4, 14, 25, 28) MTT was identified as the most sensitive perfusion parameter for detecting delayed CVS. 28) However, few investigations have attempted to explain circulatory disturbances using MTT and cerebral blood volume (CBV) during the early phase before delayed CVS. The present study investigated the relationship between hemodynamic parameters, neurological grade on admission, and patient outcome in the early phase (Days 1-3) before delayed CVS. MTT, CBF, and CBV were measured using perfusion CT and xenon-enhanced CT (Xe-CT) to evaluate utility as predictors of the severity of early circulatory disturbance and outcome after SAH.
Methods and Subjects
Ninety-four patients, 39 men and 55 women aged from 31 to 86 years (mean: 61.2 years), admitted to our hospital with SAH were prospectively enrolled. The clinical characteristics are shown in Table 1 . All 94 patients underwent surgical clipping or endovascular coiling for ruptured aneurysms. SAH was verified by CT on admission in all patients. Patients who were admitted within 24 hours of suffering SAH were included in this study. The exclusion criteria for the present study were patients with SAH due to a cause other than a ruptured aneurysm, patients younger than 18 years of age, patients in a state of cardiopulmonary arrest on arrival, patients with SAH due to a ruptured posterior circulation aneurysm, patients who did not undergo treatment, and patients with surgical iatrogenic damage. The clinical statuses of all patients were recorded on admission according to the Hunt and Hess (HH) grading system. 10) Written informed consent for the study was obtained from all patients or guardians, and the study protocol was approved by the ethics committee of our institute. All patients were treated according to a standardized protocol consisting of absolute bed rest and intravenous administration of sedative agents until the aneurysm was treated. The postoperative management protocol included mild hypervolemic therapy via the intravenous administration of low molecular weight dextran when necessary. Dobutamine and nicardipine were given to most patients during the risk period for delayed CVS. Continuous cisternal, ventricular, or lumbar external drainage was employed to control intracranial pressure (ICP). Xe-CT and perfusion CT were simultaneously performed immediately after postoperative CT on Days 1-3. All studies were performed after the ruptured aneurysm had been treated.
The neurological conditions of all patients were recorded by the attending neurosurgeons throughout their hospital stay. The following information was recorded for each patient: sex, age, clinical condition, and aneurysm location. Outcome was assessed at 3 months after onset according to the Glasgow Outcome Scale and recorded as good recovery (GR), moderate disability (MD), severe disability (SD), vegetative state (VS), or death (D).
After standard CT, Xe-CT and perfusion CT were carried out continuously using an X-Vigor scanner (Toshiba, Tokyo). As measuring CBF using perfusion CT is not a quantitative method, we measured CBF using Xe-CT. We measured MTT by perfusion CT and calculated CBV using the AZ-7000W98 computer system (Anzai Medical, Tokyo). CBV maps were produced by multiplying the CBF and MTT according to the central volume principle: CBV ＝ CBF × MTT. 15) CBF, MTT, and CBV maps were created at the level of the basal ganglia ( Fig. 1) . In Xe-CT, the patients inhaled 30% stable xenon for 4 minutes (wash-in), followed by 5 minutes of desaturation (wash-out), using a xenon gas inhalation system (AZ-725; Anzai Medical). CT scans were performed at 1-minute intervals, and 3 levels of the brain (centered on the basal ganglia) were imaged in each scan by moving the CT table. A 512 × 512 matrix and a 10-mm slice thickness were used. The exposure factors were 120 kV(p) and 200 mA, and the scan time was 2 seconds. The pixel size was 0.469 mm × 0.469 mm. CBF maps were created using the resultant CT images and end-tidal xenon data. Unweighted filtering over a 9 × 9 area was performed on the original CT images prior to computation. A l-guided calculation method 21) was applied using end-tidal xenon as a substitute for arterial xenon. On a pixel-by-pixel basis, CBF (ml/100 g/min) and l, the xenon brain-blood partition coefficient, were calculated according to the GaussNewton method using the Kety autoradiographic equation.
Perfusion CT was performed just after the standard CT and Xe-CT. Twenty dynamic conventional scans were obtained in a plane 50 mm above the orbitomeatal orientation, which included the basal ganglia; the thalamus; and parts of the anterior, middle, and posterior cerebral arterial territories. Thirty milliliters of non-ionic contrast material (Iomeron 300; Eisai Co., Ltd., Tokyo) were injected into the central vein through a 16-gauge cannula with a power injector (Auto Enhance A-60; Nemoto Kyourindo, Tokyo) at an infusion rate of 9 ml/sec. CT scanning began 5 seconds after the start of the injection. CT scans were performed at intervals of 2 seconds for 30 seconds, and subsequently at 6-second intervals for 30 seconds. The resultant CT images were used to calculate MTT. On a pixel-by-pixel basis, the time course of the change in CT enhancement (time-density curve) was fitted to the gamma variate using the Gauss-Newton method, and the distance between two inflection points (maximum upward slope and maximum downward slope) was calculated as the MTT value. 18) Then, CBV maps were created by multiplying CBF and MTT according to the central volume principle: CBV ＝ CBF × MTT. 15) All parameters are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. The value of each parameter was averaged using regions of interest in both hemispheres at the basal ganglia level (Fig. 1) . The ttest, analysis of variance, and multiple comparisons analysis were used to assess the differences between groups. Discriminant analysis was used to examine the power of the parameters to predict outcomes. Statistical significance was set at p º 0.05 for differences between patient groups. All statistical calculations were performed with a personal computer using a statistical software package (SPSS, version 12.0; SPSS Japan, Tokyo).
Results
The relationships between neurological grade and the hemodynamic parameters CBF, MTT, and CBV were examined. CBF decreased significantly as the neurological grade on admission increased, indicating significant grade dependence (p º 0.05, analysis of variance). Multiple comparisons analysis revealed significant differences between the HH grade II and IV ＋ V groups and between the HH grade III and IV ＋ V groups (p º 0.05) (Fig. 2A) . The MTT was significantly prolonged as neurological severity increased, indicating significant grade dependence (p º 0.05, analysis of variance). Multiple comparisons analysis revealed a significant difference between the HH grade II and IV ＋ V groups (p º 0.05) (Fig. 2B) . The CBV also showed significant grade dependence (p º 0.05, analysis of variance). Multiple comparisons analysis revealed no significant difference between the HH grade II and IV ＋ V groups (p ＝ 0.085) (Fig. 2C) .
The relationships between outcome and the hemodynamic parameters CBF, MTT, and CBV were assessed. Outcome worsened as CBF decreased, indicating significant CBF dependence (p º 0.05, analysis of variance). CBF was significantly higher in the GR ＋ MD group (33.1 ± 10.9 ml/100 g/min) than in the SD ＋ VS ＋ D group (24.7 ± 8.4 ml/100 g/min) (p º 0.05) (Fig. 3A) . Outcome worsened as MTT was prolonged, indicating significant MTT dependence (p º 0.05, analysis of variance). The MTT was significantly longer in the GR ＋ MD group (6.2 ± 0.8 sec) than in the SD ＋ VS ＋ D group (7.7 ± 2.2 sec) (Fig. 3B) . Outcome worsened as CBV decreased, indicating that outcome was not dependent on CBV (p ＝ 0.267, analysis of variance). CBV was not significantly higher in the Fig. 2 A: Cerebral blood flow (CBF) was compared in patients with Hunt and Hess (HH) grades II, III, and IV ＋ V. Analysis of variance showed significant differences in CBF. Multiple comparisons analysis of CBF showed significant differences between HH grades II and IV ＋ V (**p º 0.01), and between HH grades III and IV ＋ V ( * p º 0.05). B: Mean transit time (MTT) was compared in patients with HH grades II, III, and IV ＋ V. Analysis of variance showed significant differences in MTT. Multiple comparisons analysis of MTT showed significant differences between HH grades II and IV ＋ V (*p º 0.05). C: Cerebral blood volume (CBV) was compared in patients with HH grades II, III, and IV ＋ V. Analysis of variance showed no significant differences in CBV. Multiple comparisons analysis of CBV showed no significant differences between HH grades II and IV ＋ V (p ＝ 0.085). ns: not significant. Fig. 3 A: Analysis of variance for cerebral blood flow (CBF) showed significant differences in Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS). CBF was compared between patients with GOS good recovery (GR) ＋ moderate disability (MD) and severe disability (SD) ＋ vegetative state (VS) ＋ death (D). There was a significant difference between GR ＋ MD and SD ＋ VS ＋ D ( * p º 0.05). B: Analysis of variance for mean transit time (MTT) showed significant differences in GOS. MTT was compared between patients with GOS GR ＋ MD and SD ＋ VS ＋ D. There was a significant difference between GR ＋ MD and SD ＋ VS ＋ D (*p º 0.05). C: Analysis of variance for cerebral blood volume (CBV) showed no significant differences in GOS. CBV was compared between patients with GOS GR ＋ MD and SD ＋ VS ＋ D. There was no significant difference between GR ＋ MD and SD ＋ VS ＋ D (p ＝ 0.300). ns: not significant.
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Early Cerebral Circulatory Disturbance in SAH GR ＋ MD group (3.3 ± 1.2 ml/100 g) than in the SD ＋ VS ＋ D group (3.0 ± 1.2 ml/100 g) (p ＝ 0.30) (Fig.  3C) .
Discriminant analysis of the above three parameters showed that MTT and CBF were effective discriminant parameters, whereas CBV was not. Using the discriminant equation y ＝ -0.062 CBF ＋ 0.467 MTT -1.342, we were able to predict outcomes with a probability of 74.5% (Fig. 4) . 
Discussion
Understanding of the cerebral circulation dynamics in the early phase of SAH is important to determine the pathogenesis, develop appropriate treatment plans, evaluate treatment results, and predict outcomes, so many studies have examined this topic. However, many such studies have investigated the cerebral circulation and metabolism during delayed CVS, and few have examined the cerebral circulation and metabolism in the early stage before the development of delayed CVS. [5] [6] [7] 11, 20, 25, 26) The cerebral circulation is impaired from the early stages after SAH onwards and CBF is markedly reduced in severe cases. 23) We also confirmed that CBF decreased as the neurological grade increased. Thus, we speculate that such decreases in CBF from the early stages after SAH onset induce severe clinical symptoms and adversely influence the final outcome. Indeed, the present study showed that decreases in CBF and increases in MTT were associated with poor outcome. Thus, we consider that the neurological grade of SAH patients on admission is determined by the severity of their cerebral circulatory disturbance, and that patients suffering from cerebral circulation disturbance before the development of delayed CVS have poor outcome. Positron emission tomography, single photon emission computed tomography, Xe-CT, and perfusion CT can be used to evaluate cerebral circulation and metabolism in the early phase of SAH, and CT is routinely used for the follow up of SAH. Xe-CT and perfusion CT are convenient because they can be performed successively after standard CT examination. In particular, recent studies have reported the utility of perfusion CT for SAH. 8, 9, 16, 28) MTT values obtained from this modality are believed to be much more sensitive than other parameters for evaluating cerebral vasospasm. 28) However, CBF values obtained from perfusion CT are not quantitative, although they are correlated with those obtained from Xe-CT. 22) Based on these reports, we performed Xe-CT and perfusion CT simultaneously to examine whether CBF, CBV, and MTT and maps of these parameters created by image processing are useful for evaluating cerebral circulatory disturbance following SAH and whether they can be used to predict outcomes.
In the present study, significant reduction in CBF and significant MTT prolongation were observed as the neurological grade on admission increased. The finding of MTT prolongation on perfusion CT may suggest cerebral circulatory disturbance. 1) This finding may also be useful in the acute phase of cerebral infarction. 19, 24, 27, 29) This is in agreement with the changes in CBF and MTT observed during delayed CVS, 12, 25, 28) which are considered to suggest cerebral circulatory disturbance. Also, a threshold MTT value for diagnosing CVS has been reported, but it varies depending on the perfusion CT protocol, software, and hardware used at individual centers. In the present study, we measured the MTT (which was calculated as the distance between two inflection points, 18) not from CBF and CBV as in the deconvolution method). The contrast medium injection site, catheter thickness, and infusion rate remained constant. Along with CBF values, the MTT values obtained under these constant conditions were shown to be quantitative and useful for the evaluation of cerebral circulatory disturbance.
An animal experiment reported that MTT prolongation in the hyperacute phase (day 0) of SAH was associated with high mortality rate, and this was due to ICP elevation in the acute phase. 13) The prolongation of the cerebral circulation time (CCT) on digital subtraction arteriography (DSA) has also been reported to reflect increased ICP and to be related to the prognosis. 30) It appears that, in occlusive cerebrovascular disease, the cerebral perfusion pressure decreases, the CBV increases due to compensatory dilatation of the cerebral blood vessels, and the MTT is prolonged. However, in the acute phase of SAH, the CBV and CBF decrease due to ICP elevation, and the MTT is prolonged. In this study, CBV decreased as the severity of the patient's condition increased, although the increase was not significant.
The reduced CBF and prolonged MTT detected by Xe-CT and perfusion CT are thought to have been caused by another factor. As described previously, these changes agree with those observed during delayed CVS. In the present study, we measured these parameters in the early phase (Days 1-3) before delayed CVS. This suggests that cerebral circulatory disturbance occurs before delayed CVS. As we did not detect any circulatory disturbance that was consistent with the flow territories of the major vessels, these changes were not thought to be attributable to vasospasm in the major arteries, but rather to represent increased small vessel resistance or the narrowing of small vessels. Therefore, the reduction in CBF and the prolongation of MTT observed before delayed CVS were considered to have been due to cerebral damage caused by microcirculatory disturbance. Indeed, in the present study, a ventricular drainage tube or continuous cisternal drainage tube was inserted into patients being treated for aneurysms; therefore, their ICP was successfully controlled, suggesting that microcirculatory vasoconstriction influences the development of cerebral circulatory disturbance during the early phase of SAH. Not only marked narrowing of the large arteries but also microcirculatory changes, which were indicated by a prolonged CCT, affected cerebral ischemia during cerebral vasospasm. 17) Other studies have reported that delayed cerebral ischemia, which develops during delayed CVS, occurred in 11-49% of patients in whom no vasospasm was found on DSA, 2, 3, 28) suggesting the involvement of microcirculatory vasospasm. The factors involved in the mechanism responsible for the cerebral circulation disturbance that occurs prior to the development of delayed CVS appear to be ICP elevation and microcirculatory vasoconstriction.
Discriminant analysis of CBF, MTT, and CBV identified MTT and CBF as outcome predictors. Using the discriminant equation y ＝ -0.062 CBF ＋ 0.467 MTT -1.342, we were able to predict outcomes with a probability of 74.5%. CBF was significantly lower in patients with poor outcome than in those with favorable outcome, and MTT was significantly longer in the former than in the latter. Reduction in CBF and MTT prolongation before delayed CVS are considered to represent cerebral circulatory disturbance and to be predictors of poor final outcome.
The results of this study show that cerebral circulatory disturbance following SAH occurs before delayed CVS and can be evaluated using the cerebral circulation parameters CBF and MTT. In addition, we found that it was possible to predict outcomes with reasonable accuracy based on circulatory disturbance at this time point, indicating the usefulness of such evaluations.
